Train for **Competency.** Train for **Safety.** Train for **Results.**

**WHO WE ARE:**

We’ve been producing emergency response training videos for 30 years (since 1988). The ATS philosophy is built on the concept that *training videos are not meant to replace hands-on training*, but are to be used as a tool for the instructor to support and enhance essential education.

Our standards-based firefighter and EMS training videos are great tools for **initial and recurrent** training. Our online EMS programs have also been approved by CAPCE to receive continuing education credit. Both our online and DVD programs are designed to be utilized as instructor directed resources in and out of the classroom.

**HOW WE CAN HELP:**

Our DVDs and online courses can be used during lecture before running drills. You can even offer the online version of our courseware in a flipped classroom, as makeup training and to log ISO hours.

For initial training, our courses do not alone provide certification. They teach to current recognized national standards and are designed to be used as a part of an overall program of instruction, led by an instructor.

*Here is an example of how an instructor can utilize our content in the certification process.* An instructor might assign students to:

- Read a chapter in your preferred IFSTA or Jones & Bartlett manual (see attached correlation guides document)
- Students then watch the corresponding ATS video or online course that lines up with that material
- Students then attend an instructor-led classroom discussion about that material and department specific SOGs
- Followed by a hands-on training session to practice the skills studied
- This process is then repeated until all subject matter and materials are covered
- Prepare to challenge certification exam
- Completing an entire program of instruction with all of these elements can help meet the requirements for certification.

*Since this example isn’t a one size fits all, please always consult with your regulatory body regarding your protocols for certification.*

WHAT WE OFFER:

The videos are competency-based and developed in accordance with NFPA & National EMS Education Standards, and are updated if the standards changes are reflected in our video content. The videos are available on DVD and online and can be purchased by:

HARD-COPY:

- Single DVD titles (click link to watch video samples, also see attached video listing for titles - $225/DVD)
- Complete DVD series (click link for pricing, videos are discounted when purchased by the series)
- DVD/Book Packages (click link to see discounted packages which come with ATS DVDs, ATS PPTs, and manuals from either IFSTA, Jones & Bartlett or Pearson/Brady)

ONLINE:

While the DVDs and their use are self-explanatory, we offer two different approaches for online training and you can subscribe to one or both:

1. Interactives – these one-hour, self-paced style courses are intended to be used by students in the initial or continuing education setting. Each course consists of video-based training objectives, interactive assessments (wrong answer, video replays), section quizzes (scored knowledge checks) and a final exam with certificate.

2. Instructor Videos Packages (or IVP) – these instructor-led videos are intended for use in the classroom and play just like our DVDs, but instead you stream them directly from our LMS and into your department. When you purchase streaming access, you receive a complimentary PPT file that corresponds to each video title within the series you’re subscribing to.

The following YouTube Tutorials provide a walkthrough demonstration of the online interface for both:

- Learners
- Administrators

You can try out some free online training samples by clicking here to our login page and entering the following:

- Username: ATS.Demo
- Password: is2!*DP8

TEXTBOOKS & CURRICULUM:

- Fire Books – full product line for IFSTA and Jones & Bartlett
- EMS Books – full product line for Pearson/Brady and Jones & Bartlett/AAOS
- Book Supplements – Manuals/Textbooks, Workbooks, Skills Sheets, Thumb-Drives w/ Instructor’s curriculum items such as: Lesson Plans, PowerPoints, Quiz Generators, Question Files and online support material.